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les petites collection

Vesta’s Les Petites collection features whimsical ﬁnials for
playful spaces. Add a brilliant touch of color and fun to your

AVAILABLE FINISHES:
blue (B), green (G), red (R), yellow (Y), white (W)

next project with this wood collection from France.

SEE IT OR SHOW IT ONLINE AT:
www.ivesta.com/htb-lp.html

COLLECTION NOTES:
Vesta recommends additional brackets every 4-5 feet with this collection to
properly support the weight of your treatment. For the purpose of quoting,
we loosely ﬁgure 4 rings per foot - your drapery workroom can provide a
more accurate quantity.
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AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours
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A. Choo Choo (set)

E. Frou Frou

B. Shou Shou

F. Wood Pole

#291119
5½"L, 4½"H

red

#291362
6"L, 6"H

C. Lou Lou

J
K

#291376
6"L, 6"H

D. Red Baron (set)
#291219
4½"L, 5"H

#291378
6"L, 6"H

#297180
1⅛"D, 71"L
#297250
1⅛"D, 98"L

G. Plastic Ring

#296030
1⅜"ID, 2⅛"OD

H.Ring Clip
#909100

I. End Cap

#291050
1⅞"D, 1⅝"L

J. Long Bracket
#292020
2⅛"D, 7"P
(may be cut)

K. Short Bracket
#292051
2⅛"D, 2"P

Dimensions shown beneath the hardware describe the physical characteristics of that item - IT DOES NOT REFER TO THE TUBE DIAMETER IT’S COMPATIBLE WITH.
see us online at:

www.ivesta.com
109 Welpine Ridge Road
Pendleton, SC 29670
800.638.3782
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All images and copy included in this printed catalogue and in our online showroom
are produced solely for our purposes. No images or text may be duplicated in any
form without Vesta’s expressed written consent. Colors and ﬁnishes should be close
but customers should expect slight variations due to the processes involved in fourcolor printing and posting material online. Vesta is providing these materials in good
faith and may not be held responsible for any typographic errors regarding our
products, our pricing or product availability. Furthermore, Vesta is not responsible
for any outages or discontinuations from our suppliers. The responsibility of
determining an appropriate collection and diameter to properly support the weight
of any proposed window treatment ultimately rests with the person placing the order
or their installer. Vesta can only make generalized recommendations based on
information provided by the customer.
All merchandise should be inspected immediately upon receipt to resolve any
claims with all parties involved in the transaction. Special order items MAY NOT
be returned. There may be a 25% restocking fee associated with any returned
merchandise and in ALL instances, accepting any returned merchandise is subject
to Vesta’s inspection.

